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NEWS

The captain of the container ship that rammed a bridge in
Baltimore, blocking the port, is a citizen of Ukraine

Information continues to come in after the incident in Baltimore, America. As already
reported in one of News "Military Review", a container ship crashed into a pillar of a
more than 2-kilometer bridge, causing the central part of the bridge to collapse like a
house of cards in just a few seconds. At least 5 cars that were on the bridge at that
moment went under water. American rescuers and divers were busy searching all day. 

The American press reports that six people are currently missing. Among them are
builders who performed technical work on the bridge. However, state authorities say they
do not know exactly how many construction workers were on the bridge. 
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It is also reported that the captain of the Dali container ship, sailing under the flag of
Singapore, is a citizen of Ukraine. Only his name is called - Sergei. 

The Francis Scott Key Bridge is one of Baltimore's main transportation arteries.
Interstate 695 ran along it - over the Patapsco River. 

The FBI, a few hours after the incident, said that the bridge collapse “is not the result of
sabotage or a terrorist attack.”

FBI Special Representative:

A few minutes before the collision with the bridge support, the crew of the
container ship reported that they had lost control. There were electrical

problems. They warned us. This is not a terrorist attack.

At the same time, neither the shipowner Synergy Group nor the FBI are talking about
why control was lost just before passing under the bridge. 

Maryland Governor Wes Moore said that "the entire country is shocked by what
happened." According to him, “there was an accident” and “it’s unlikely to be a terrorist
attack.”

At the same time, it became known that the port of Baltimore was blocked by metal
structures of the collapsed bridge, and for several months. Moreover, the situation is
aggravated by the container ship itself, which remains under the metal parts of the
Francis Scott Key Bridge.

For reference, the port of Baltimore is the 11th largest in the United States. At the same
time, it is 1st in the United States in terms of “transshipment” of motor vehicles. In 2023,
750 thousand cars were loaded and unloaded there. Now the United States will have to
completely change logistics in this direction, as well as adopt a plan to create a new
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bridge.

For Biden, a large diagram of the incident in Baltimore was brought to the White House,
publishing an official photo:
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INFORMATION
Dear reader, to leave comments on the publication, you must sign in.

nikolas 83
Yesterday, 20: 58

The captain probably thought that it was the Crimean Bridge and went to ram it. But
when the squirrel let go, he realized that it was in the USA.

+50

Edik
Yesterday, 21: 06

And with a cry “You bastards will also answer for Sevastopol!” went to ram!

+22

The black
Yesterday, 21: 25

We are waiting for one of the ISIS cells to take responsibility for the demolition of the
bridge, and the United States to declare that the captain of the ship is not a purebred
Ukrainian, but only 23% 

+23

Dmitriy69
Yesterday, 21: 36

They only blame ISIS for what cannot be blamed on Petrov and Bashirov.

+8

Cananecat
Yesterday, 22: 18

Quote: Dmitriy69

They only blame ISIS for what cannot be blamed on Petrov and Bashirov.

And if I were Masha Zakharova, I would troll the Americans with the absence of a
Ukrainian trace, and all data pointing to prohibited ones. 

+6
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Yesterday, 22: 08

for demolishing the bridge

The Ukrainian did not demolish the bridge; he quickly rebuilt it from a horizontal position
to a vertical one. 

hrych
Yesterday, 22: 35

Seryoga Baltimore is worthy of the title Hero of Russia 

+2

Alex777
Today, 00: 01

Maryland Governor Wes Moore said that "the entire country is shocked by what
happened."

Everyone is in shock. 404 is innocent of anything...

0

Nemchinov Vl
Yesterday, 22: 36

Quote: Black

...for demolishing the bridge

!!! wonderful toast!!! (from K/F..)  
and what is the name of the medal.... (!). (will do too) 

+2

BMP-2
Yesterday, 23: 30

And a plot for a new brand! 

0

Popandos
Yesterday, 22: 37
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"You, you bastards, also answer for Sevastopol!"

Anecdote in the topic:
American admiral's statement
- Yesterday, as a result of a collision with an iceberg, our aircraft carrier sank, everyone
drowned, I express my condolences.
Statement by a Soviet admiral
- Yesterday, an American aircraft carrier collided with our iceberg, I express my gratitude
to the crew of the iceberg!
PySy. a Soviet admiral, an anecdote from those times 
The PyPySs laid the bridge to the test, just like they taught in intelligence school 

hrych
Yesterday, 22: 48

Quote: Edik

And with a cry “You bastards will also answer for Sevastopol!” went to ram!

The main thing was warned 

+2

Starover_Z
Yesterday, 21: 07

Quote: nikolas 83

The captain probably thought that it was the Crimean Bridge and went to ram it.
But when the squirrel let go, he realized that it was in the USA.

Squirrel Order "For Personal Courage"!

+10

Clear
Yesterday, 22: 01
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the central part of the bridge folded like a house of cards in just a few seconds.

The boomerang launched across the Crimean Bridge has returned 

topol717
Yesterday, 23: 29

The boomerang launched across the Crimean Bridge has returned

This bridge blocked access to the port of Baltimore. So here a dozen boomerangs
returned at once from one launched.

0

private person
Yesterday, 21: 59

The captain probably thought it was the Crimean Bridge and went to ram

I was trained and trained.

+2

Captain Pushkin
Yesterday, 22: 01

Quote: nikolas 83

The captain probably thought it was the Crimean Bridge and went to ram

Just before this collision, I called a friend of mine named Sergei.
The conversation turned out strange...
I called and said: “Hello Sergey.”
He answered me in some unfamiliar voice: “Hello.”
- Where are you now? For some reason I couldn't get through...
-I’m going to “Dali” in Baltimore...
(I thought he flew to Bali to sunbathe and is going to the Baltimore bar or what?)
- How did you get there?
-I'm the captain here.
(Is he working part-time in a bar, working as a bouncer or as a bartender?)

H h d b t C ?
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- Have you heard about Crocus?

- Yes, it’s terrible... It’s like they tied up the performers... All sorts of little things, but I’d
like to punish the customers.
- Well, if you want, Seryoga, punish him.
- Eat! I'm getting started!
Here the conversation was interrupted...

I dial my friend Sergei again, it turns out that I was not talking to him...
I wonder who that unknown Sergei was and who he took me for?

guest
Yesterday, 22: 24

Quote: nikolas 83

The captain probably thought that it was the Crimean Bridge and went to ram it.
But when the squirrel let go, he realized that it was in the USA.

+1 My thought was stolen. 

+2

ZovSailor
Yesterday, 22: 52

nikolas 83
Today, 20: 58
The captain probably thought that it was the Crimean Bridge and went to ram it. But
when the squirrel let go, he realized that it was in the USA.
I didn’t understand anything, I laid out a route using maps for cash to Fashington, the
Banderführer personally sent it, I just didn’t swim, didn’t make it 100 km to Fashington,
again the agents - terrorists of the Kremlin gave me the wrong maps for the route, was
the demon confused?
Everyone loves Mamba, and Seryoga too!

0

The comment was deleted.

kapitan92
Yesterday, 23: 29
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Quote: nikolas 83

The captain probably thought it was the Crimean Bridge and went to ram it.

In honor of this event, the Ukrainian Post continues to issue a limited series of stamps.

Ravik
Yesterday, 20: 58

The Crimean Bridge is a bummer! And in Baltimore everything turned out well!!!

+18

Andrei Nikolaevich
Yesterday, 21: 29

It is now in the blood of the Ukrainians to destroy bridges. Echoes of the "Crimean
Spring". This is no longer at the genetic level... like lard, garlic and vodka. Hollows and
seas are not compatible. Their destiny is pig farming. And no further.

+8

Vitaly161
Yesterday, 21: 00

It’s a pity people died, go and distinguish yourself there, but the Normas bridge fell, I saw
the video, the test

+9

kapitan92
Yesterday, 21: 01

“Now the United States will have to completely change logistics in this direction, and also
adopt a plan to create a new bridge.” 

The captain of the container ship Dali, sailing under the flag of Singapore, was a
citizen of Ukraine.

Even here they managed to make a mess! 

+9
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paul3390
Yesterday, 21: 07

No, it’s ISIS, no options.  You'll see - they'll soon take responsibility... 

+14

Myths
Yesterday, 21: 28

100% the captain was filming in front of the flag and saying something under dictation in
a voice other than his own. And on the cargo ship, the control wires for the pliers (made
in ISIS) were cut.

+2

gmss
Yesterday, 21: 02

and even after this, the fagots will claim that Ukraine has nothing to do with it, period? )))

+8

I'm mine
Yesterday, 21: 28

The captain is clueless. Now "there will be jail time." But alive 

0

Boycott
Yesterday, 21: 03

This is for the squeezed billions. And you have to pay, otherwise you have a lot of
bridges! 

+8

fiv
Yesterday, 21: 04

Did they promise to block the bridge? They promised. Fail? Fail! Sala urine! Let them
know not to give money!

+12

multicam
Yesterday, 21: 04
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“Thanked” for the help to Ukraine with all my heart. 

Graz
Yesterday, 21: 04

Ukrainians don't like bridges, they like to dig seas

+17

fiv
Yesterday, 21: 26

Now they will dig a new port for the Americans.

+3

Turtle
Yesterday, 21: 05

Intelligence reported that the trail of Petrov and Boshirov was not visible. Behind the
incident, Highly Likely, are radical Mexican illegals recruited through telegrams by Irish
separatists.

+4

Serhio250381
Yesterday, 21: 06

As I understand it, Biden won’t understand anything without a picture of the bridge? Is
there a magnet boat too?

+5

Man from afar
Yesterday, 21: 42

Those two show him signs with the text so that he doesn’t forget what.

-1

Khibiny Plastun
Yesterday, 21: 08

Promote the captain to colonel.
Well, why did our victims of the terrorist attack rejoice? The answer is from above.

0

Il'nur
Yesterday, 22: 25

+1
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The answer is from above.

Few!!!
The answer will be when MI6, CIA, GUR with all their contents are destroyed...

Victor Ar
Yesterday, 21: 08

There is some kind of irresistible urge among Ukrainians to destroy large bridges... 

+4

Old_geologist
Yesterday, 21: 12

Quote: Serhio250381

As I understand it, Biden won’t understand anything without a picture of the
bridge?

It seems to me that he doesn’t even understand the picture, he doesn’t even look there.
He is talking on the phone, they call him and ask for his card number and PIN code. Just
from Ukraine. 

+6

Grossvater
Yesterday, 21: 13

How's it going with Murphy? What can break will definitely break. The bridge is liquid,
that’s the main reason. Not supports, but some kind of sticks. The elementary triangles
that stand near the gate in any collective farm garage would turn the steamer away from
its supports. Moreover, if the angle at the vertex of the triangle was made sharp enough,
then the fences would not have to be made massive.
In general, efficient technical specification managers were preparing for the bridge.

+7

bone1
Yesterday, 21: 13

+5
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So the Ukrainians staged a terrorist attack on them? 

Starover_Z
Yesterday, 21: 14

The captain of the container ship "Dali", sailing under the flag of Singapore, is a
citizen of Ukraine. Only his name is called - Sergei.

If you are a citizen of Ukraine, then no Sergei, Sergiy !

+5

poquello
Yesterday, 22: 28

Quote: Starover_Z

If you are a citizen of Ukraine, then it’s not Sergei, but Sergiy!

somehow it is distorted badly, mb Sergey or Sirgiy?

0

tralflot1832
Yesterday, 21: 16

The incident occurred in a state where the governor is a Democrat. Baltimore left the
chat of the sea ports of the east coast of the United States, they are already redirecting
ships to other ports. There was a pilot on board. For those interested, I will post a
chronology from the NYT. Two idiots were striving for the goal - touchingly, the ship lost
power twice. The blow was classic, you can’t imagine it on purpose. American
commentators are outraged - why there were no tugboats. And the cherry on the cake -
the container ship was chartered by the Danish Maersk. blocked at both ends. The
bridge is named after the author of the American anthem. Here's to you, glory to
America. It's a pity for those who were on the bridge, no one is safe from idiots.

+10

lfl 1832 5
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tralflot1832
Yesterday, 21: 21

But their pirouette on the map, they could take measures to stop it by dropping both
anchors and moving the propeller at full speed back. Idiots. Shoot or euthanize with
nitrogen. The winner of Afghanistan cannot, by definition, have terrorist attacks before
the elections.

+5

Motorist
Yesterday, 22: 26

Quote: tralflot1832

could take measures to stop by dropping both anchors and moving the propeller to
full speed back

There is most likely a VFS there. There seemed to be a reverse, but it was too late. Not
sure, the video is dark. And they could have given away the anchors, of course. I
recently had a similar incident under a bridge, I was already holding the phone in my
hands to tell the captain to drop the anchor. Electron - well done, found it within tens of
seconds. We started up, drove off and went to wash our trousers... 

+3

Irokez
Yesterday, 22: 37

It seems to me that these are all the delights of digitalization and the Internet with AI.
Some AI (or hacker) hacked into the ship's computer network took over control and the

0
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Some AI (or hacker) hacked into the ship s computer network, took over control, and the
results are obvious.
The rise of the machines is just around the corner (Terminator warned). All of humanity
will have a “smart home” with AI in every chip, and united chipped irons, refrigerators
and vacuum cleaners will destroy the inhabitants of the human settlements, and Chubais
promised the end of the world, but it doesn’t exist in Russia, so an apocalypse awaits
outside Russia. All Russians (except for relocants and the elite) are recommended to
return to their homeland.

doc_i
Yesterday, 22: 44

On a de-energized ship, how can you quickly move the control propeller to full reverse?
And it’s not a fact that there is a CVS. I searched online about the steamer, but the whole
search was for a description of the ram.

+3

Sebastian Aristarkhovich Pereira
Yesterday, 21: 21

These are not Mexicans, period!

+2

al3x
Yesterday, 21: 22

Give the captain a bonus for destroying enemy infrastructure. This will be great trolling.

+2

Incvizitor
Yesterday, 21: 22

There is no such situation from which he would not come out of it in disgrace.

+6

Andobor
Yesterday, 21: 23

Of course, the bridge there was unique; one support was hooked onto three spans and
formed like a house of cards. But it’s not small and it stood for 47 years.

+3

opposite28
Yesterday, 21: 31

As an option, the funding intended for the Ukrainian Armed Forces can be used to clear
the rubble of the old bridge and build a new one in the name of American-Ukrainian

+3
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“friendship.” The old bridge will be dismantled by Ukrainian refugees and migrants. I

hope the Americans will appreciate the contribution of the Ukrainian captain. I wouldn’t
be surprised that the captain of the container ship will be sent to (to).  

Dormidontych
Yesterday, 21: 32

They say that Petrov and Boshirov wanted to admire this bridge...

0

YanniKounnar
Yesterday, 21: 33

Appeller un navire 'Dali' c'est prendre le risque qu'il crée des tableaux bizarres...
Pour être plus précis ils auraient dû le nommer Cesar pour ses compressions
métalliques...

+2

Sergei Timofeich
Yesterday, 21: 34

Curly monkey candy-
-Sir, the bridge has fallen!!!
Can:
-Well, finally our investments in Ukraine have paid off...
-Sir, this is our bridge!
can:
Well, Crimea has already been taken away, well done...

+8

faterdom
Yesterday, 21: 36

This is ISIS, for sure! Ukraine cannot be to blame. 
Well, Putin, of course, he gave the command, mentally, but definitely he.

+2

75 Sergey
Yesterday, 21: 38

Well, who would doubt it.
Another confirmation that the Ukrainians are terrorists (not to be confused with ordinary
Ukrainians).
What more proof do they need?

0
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Evgeny Popov_3
Yesterday, 21: 45

The captain knew that the bridge was American and it was impossible to ram it, but the
Ukrainians still prevailed

+1

opposite28
Yesterday, 21: 47

I wouldn’t be surprised that in Baltimore local bridge activists “from here” to “there” thank
the Ukrainian captain. The irony of fate, no less   I hope there will be no fatalities. For
many years, the Americans, British, Ukrainians, Germans, French have been trying to
jointly destroy the “Crimean Bridge” with targeted fire using tactical missile weapons and
terrorist attacks, and meanwhile in the USA (almost in the center of democracy) there is
only one Ukrainian captain (!) (the pilot is not in account) on a container ship owned by a
famous Danish company, almost without aiming, demolishes a 2,5-kilometer-long bridge.
And whether you want it or not, you can't imagine it    If I were Vladimir Vladimirovich, I
would award the Ukrainian captain the “Order of Courage” for services to the fatherland 

 And, characteristically, I got it right, but probably, as always, I didn’t want to. I am sure
Ukrainian captains are capable of more. It would be great to drive a submarine into the
English Channel tunnel. 

+2

VPK-65
Yesterday, 21: 47

They brought considerable sizes to the White House for Biden incident diagram
in Baltimore

I hope that the self-propelled grandfather said hello to this scheme 

+1

Roman Efremov
Yesterday, 21: 49

Quote: nikolas 83

The captain probably thought it was the Crimean Bridge and went to ram it.

Jokes aside, they might as well go to Krymsky! I hope our special services have
something for such a case!

0
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Hariton laptev
Yesterday, 22: 21

They won't just let her in there anymore. There is a strict pilotage system in the presence
of officers of the border troops or special forces, I don’t remember exactly, and only after
special permission.

0

lukash66
Yesterday, 21: 53

So they trained at the Baltimore one before the Crimean one. Well done.

0

opposite28
Yesterday, 22: 01

I hope the captain of the container ship made a strong-willed decision and took the
opportunity to cheerfully retreat by going missing along with the pilot. Start by heading to
the nearest bar or liquor store.    

0

old_pferd
Yesterday, 22: 05

0
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Well yes, "Ukrainian"
Why post fakes?

As Synergy Marine Group, which is responsible for the operation of the vessel,
wrote in a press release, the entire crew, consisting of 22 Indian citizens, is safe.

https://tass.ru/proisshestviya/20363363

A. Evert
Yesterday, 22: 14

Who would doubt the intellectual abilities of the Ukrainians? Either in Brovary a point-y
hit a residential building in 2000, then a missile from an S-300 shot down a Russian
passenger plane in 2003, now the bridge has been demolished.....

+1

gmss
Yesterday, 23: 03

Mykola Parasyuk, Lviv region, Zahidna Ukraine, amateur

+1

Prisoner
Yesterday, 22: 14

Maybe the cap's grandfather was a partisan, not a bander. That's where the genes came
into play. Well that's okay. Why does Canon need a diagram? He won't understand a
damn thing. It would be better if they brought ice cream.

0

Grossvater
Yesterday, 22: 15

Quote: VPK-65

self-propelled grandfather

If we draw analogies with artillery equipment, then it’s not self-propelled, but self-
propelled .

0
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Hariton laptev

Yesterday, 22: 18

Well, I have three versions of what happened: 1 the captain underwent saboteur training
at sea and did not understand the program well, 2 the captain was given a summons
before going to sea and in order to avoid the combat zone he was ready to go to an
American prison, 3 simply beat your own so that strangers would be afraid.

0

Vasyan1971
Yesterday, 22: 29

At the same time, neither the shipowner Synergy Group nor the FBI are talking
about why control was lost just before passing under the bridge.

I remember there was a movie like “Banzai!” There, a Japanese pilot of a civilian airliner,
under drugs, remembered his youth in combat, like bombing Pearl Harbor, and that...

0

Gost2024
Yesterday, 22: 29

Each sea vessel is equipped with two anchors. When the main engine fails, one or both
armatures are typically released to avoid a subsequent collision with anything. If this was
not done, then what were the pilot and captain thinking?! All this is strange... Now the
ship owner can pack his belongings from the office and go home to smoke bamboo while
awaiting a call to the “fairest court” in Baltimore, where he will literally be shod and
stripped down to his underpants. Standard insurance for the vessel and machinery -1
million bucks will not save you in any way! 
What a good idea to take revenge for the destruction of the Crimean Bridge  Ukrainian
sailors are mainly from Odessa, which means “our comrade”! 

0

A. Evert
Yesterday, 22: 36

Yes, and back in 2002, near Lvov at an air show, a Ukrop Su-27 crashed and killed 77
people (including 28 children) and injured 543 more people. What about that unfortunate
bridge and 12 cars? Yes, statistics...

0

Nord11
Yesterday 22: 50

0
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Yesterday, 22: 50

Americans, rename this bridge Crimean, make it something pleasant. Otherwise, they
live in an era of bummers and crocodiles are not caught and the coconut yield is in
jeopardy.

Alexander Vanichev
Yesterday, 22: 55

I propose to award Captain Sergei the Order of Nakhimov, 6th degree.

0

Esaul
Yesterday, 23: 30

And it seems to me that Little Russian Sergei arranged this specifically as punishment
for the reduction in military assistance to the outskirts from the FSA.

0

alystan
Yesterday, 23: 37

The captain of the container ship that rammed a bridge in Baltimore, blocking the
port, is a citizen of Ukraine

That's all, we need to take note - so that there are no container ships near the Crimean
Bridge!  Probably the Ukrainians are training.

0

digger
Yesterday, 23: 59

Senator Lindsey Graham agreed.
March 19 Russophobe Senator Graham: “The Crimean bridge must be destroyed. The
United States must transfer long-range powerful missiles to the Armed Forces of Ukraine
to carry out this operation.” 
March 26, Baltimore, Maryland. 
A cargo tanker rammed a bridge and completely collapsed it. 
whereby the Ukrainian rammed. This is symbolic.
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They promised a bridge - they did it, what are the problems?

Vladimirius
Today, 00: 22

it's called - hello Biden, hello son of a @kin, don't dig a hole with your head down, as
they say
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